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Abstract. This paper presents an evaluation of HeloVis: a 3D interactive visual-
ization that relies on immersive properties to improve user performance during
SIGnal INTelligence (SIGINT) analysis. HeloVis draws on perceptive biases,
highlighted by Gestalt laws, and on depth perception to enhance the recurrence
properties contained in the data. In this paper, we briefly recall what is SIGINT, the
challenges that it brings to visual analytics, and the limitations of state of the art
SIGINT tools. Then, we present HeloVis, and we evaluate its efficiency through
the results of an evaluation that we have made with civil and military operators
who are the expert end-users of SIGINT analysis.
Keywords: HCI · Visual Analytics · Immersive Analytics · Scientific Visualiza-
tion · 3D User Interaction · Virtual Environments · Virtual Reality
1 Introduction
SIGnal INTelligence (SIGINT) consists of gathering knowledge based on radar signal
analysis. Nowadays SIGINT has to face an increasing amount of data, and usual 2D SIG-
INT solutions are no longer allowing a high-quality analysis on a day to day basis. This
is why we have explored the use of 3D immersive techniques to deal with the numerous
aspects of SIGINT, as suggested by Brath about the intake of 3D for visualization [4].
This is how we build HeloVis[6], an interactive 3D immersive visualization that makes
a profit of these techniques to better support SIGINT analysis. In this paper, in section
2 we first recall briefly the specificities of SIGINT identified thanks to interviews of
military operators. Then in section 3, we present the state of the art and why it does not
meet all the SIGINT requirements. In section 4 we detail the HeloVis tool and finally, in
sections 5 and 6 we assess the benefits of such an approach by presenting the results of
an evaluation, conducted with 11 SIGINT experts, measuring user performance.
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2 SIGINT
Radar detection consists of sending an electromagnetic emission that is reflected by
objects and then intercepted back by the radar. Such emissions can be intercepted by
other sensors named electronic support measures. Electronic Warfare (EW) exploits the
interception of radar emissions to identify their origin, to characterize their threat level
and to enable the appropriate reaction in case of conflict, or conversely, to prevent an
opponent from doing the same. This identification requires having precise knowledge
of the existing radar signal signatures. Gathering this knowledge is called SIGINT, it is
usually performed by dedicated military forces. It consists of capturing and analyzing as
many emissions as possible to characterize their signatures and fill the reference database
used in electronic warfare.
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Fig. 1. (a) Attributes of the emitted data. (b) Attributes of the intercepted data
Radar signals consist of a series of pulses of a certain duration spaced in time. These
pulses are emitted on a specific frequency (such as radio emissions) and with a specific
power, named level. Thus, pulse width (PW), pulse repetition period (PRP), frequency
and level are the four main attributes that characterize a pulse (see Figure 1 (a)). These
attributes may vary from one pulse to another in the same signal to increase detection
or to hinder the identification. This variation is what makes the signal specific enough
that it can be used for identification. Between the emission and the interception, pulses
are subject to losses, distortion, and noise, whether it be from diffraction, emitter issues
or sensor issues. The sensors are able to record pulses according to their frequency,
PW, time of arrival (TOA) and level values. To access the PRP, they also contain the
computed delta of TOA (DTOA) such as the SIGINT datasets contain these five attributes
(see Figure 1 (b)).
To be able to identify the characteristics of a radar signal the operators need to distinguish
pulses of a signal from noise or other signals. A decade ago, most radars emitted their
pulses on the same frequency such that the association was made on the frequency
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attribute and that the other attributes were used only to distinguish two radars with close
frequency values. However, the latest radars can emit on different frequency ranges
creating signals with a frequency varying pseudo-randomly. To overcome this new issue
the operators rely on the variation of the PW, the PRP, and the level. Constrained by
the need for comparison between emitted and reflected pulses, PWs and PRPs vary
according to a recurrent pattern which implies similar values but also recurrent time
values which make the association possible. Regarding the level, although the level
values vary uncommonly at the emission, the emitter often rotates to cover every angle
such as the emission takes the shape of a set of curves which is singular enough to be
detected and associated (see Figure 2), however the emitter can also make the level
vary (for depth detection purposes), which complicates the association. Consequently, to
associate pulses from the same radar signal relies on identifying and correlating similar
values, singular variations or recurrent time values.
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Fig. 2. Different shapes of level variation during its emitting. (a) Emitted level variation. (b) Level
transformation due to the rotation of the emitter. (c) Intercepted level variations.
3 Related work
By combining cluster and modulo detection, the latest algorithms allow the association
of more than 80% of the SIGINT data [22]. To associate the 20% radar signals remaining
from processing, we can rely on human perception because humans have the ability
to correlate despite noise or missing values and have the mind plasticity to overcome
novelty [20]. Accessing the attribute values to perform the association (identifying
similar values, singular variations, and recurrent time values) requires their encoding on
visual variables (positions, color, size, shape, etc.) [3]. According to the Gestalt law of
proximity, the position permits to associate data into clusters [15].
To handle the multidimensional aspect of SIGINT data, operators currently use multiple
views of 2D charts of radar signal over time (see Figure 3). It makes possible to identify
similar values on the two attributes represented and can be correlated to other views with
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the use of color, as illustrated in [19]. However, these charts are subject to noise and
occlusion, which is complicating the selection task needed for the characterization step.
To identify recurrent time values, the 2D chart is of no specific support and the amount
of data prevents any one-by-one pulse detection.
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repetition
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frequency
time
Fig. 3. Illustration of the SIGINT reference tool
Using parallel coordinates in 2D [14] or even 3D [8] for SIGINT could permit to
easily identify similar values on an attribute and correlates it with others. However,
this representation is also subject to noise, and even if this noise could be reduced by
interacting with the axis of the parallel coordinates [8], it allows access to neither the
level variation nor the recurrent time values.
3D charts extend the correlation on a row to three attributes or more if we consider
other visual variables [9]. Some recent studies have proven cluster detection to be more
effective on stereoscopic displays [12,21] implying the use of stereoscopic screens or
immersive devices. Concerning the noise and occlusion issues, 3D charts are impacted as
much as the other representations, and sometimes 3D representations still face occlusion
and distortion issues, which questions their usefulness [18]. Whether these criticisms
concern the use of flattened 3D or the use of 3D with depth perception (stereoscopic and
motion parallax), these two methods are to be distinguished. Indeed, numerous studies
comparing flattened 3D and 3D with depth have established significant performance dif-
ferences [4]. This does not mean that the 3D with depth overcomes all the disadvantages
of 3D but it can potentially improve the balance in some cases.
A helical baseline can also highlight time recursions, it has been used to handle geo-
graphic dataset [11]. This interactive technique allows users to identify recursions based
on any period, but it is unusable for SIGINT because it does not permit to access enough
data because it is meant to be part of a graphic panel and as such is constrained by the
size of the display. Transposing such a system to a 3D situation using an immersive tool
would permit an infinite extension of the display size.
The main issue that makes irrelevant the existing work is brought by biases among the
data. Even though frequency and PW may have constant or recurrent values, easy to
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associate, their values are subject to error and noise (see Figure 4 (a)). Regarding the
level, its nonlinear behavior complicates the selection (see Figure 4 (d)). The DTOA,
which has recurrent values and which is not too much impacted by noise, is irrelevant
in case of missing data (see Figure 4 (c)) or multiple listening (see Figure 4 (b)). There
remains only the value of time which is not subject to error, which is not impacted
by missing data or multiple listening and which contains, through its recurrence, the
belonging information of the signal. As 3D techniques have proven to be useful to
solve issues related to time visualization [1,10], we propose a new way of representing
SIGINT data to facilitate the association of pulses into the same radar signal within a 3D
immersive environment, by extending the helical baseline to 3D.
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Fig. 4. Visual evidence of the biases among the SIGINT data
4 HeloVis
HeloVis is a typical contribution to Immersive Analytics [7,2]. HeloVis is an interactive
3D visualization within which each pulse is represented by an object positioned on
a helical scale depending on its time value. The period value can be modified by the
end-user and impact the helical scale by twisting or untwisting it. More details can be
found in [6]. As a 3D representation, it is meant to be visualized with an immersive tool
or at least a stereoscopic tool.
Potentially the user will reach a period value that corresponds to the PRP of a radar
signal that s/he will be able to detect because all the pulses of this radar will be aligned.
In the case of several PRP on the same signal, several alignments will appear over the
cylinder (see Figure 5).
Missing values will correspond to a hole in the detected alignment, which will not impact
the detection according to the Gestalt law of continuity (see Figure 6) [15].
A detected alignment does not necessarily mean that the period is equal to the PRP value
but that it may also be a divisor or a multiple of the PRP. If the period corresponds to
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Fig. 5. Different representations of a radar signal containing several repeated pulses. (a) Linear
time. (b) Helical time with period = PRP1 + PRP2.
PRP 
missing value 
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Fig. 6. Different representations of a radar signal with a missing value. (a) Linear time with a
missing value. (b) Helical time with a missing value.
a multiple of the PRP of the detected pulses, there will be as many alignments as the
ratio between the period and the PRP (see Figure 7(a) and (b)). If the period corresponds
to a divisor of the PRP of the detected pulses, there will be only one alignment but the
helical referential will be too much twisted (see Figure 7(c)).
x 
x 
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PRP 
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Fig. 7. Different representations of a radar signal according to its PRP. (a) Helical time with period
= 3 x PRP. (b) Linear time with period = 3 x PRP. (c) Helical time with period = PRP / 2)
There can be a mistake between the detection of a period being a multiple of a PRP
and a signal with several PRP values. The period being a multiple of a PRP will be
represented by alignments equally displayed among the view while several PRP values
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will be displayed according to these values. To verify the hypothesis of a multiple of a
PRP requires dividing the period to return to the expected PRP which is enabled by a
specific feature. Finally, a radar signal does not necessarily have a constant PRP value
such that the detection will not necessarily be alignment but at least a geometric shape,
as PRP variations are always defined by functions.
As SIGINT analysis requires a correlation on several dimensions, HeloVis encodes
information thanks to the visual variables of color (see Figure 8) and third dimension:
radius of the cylinder (see Figure 9). Being able to differentiate values of frequency
or pulse width thanks to color strengthens the cluster detection provided by the heli-
cal representation and permits to identify outliers ([3]). Using the radius to represent
information increases also the cluster detection and improves the selection of clusters
([4]).
Fig. 8. Control panel illustrating the features of HeloVis: attribute encoding panel (top left), period
modification panel (top right), observation tool button (bottom left), selection tool button (bottom
center), archiving tool button (bottom right)
The selection tool (see Figure 10(c)) allows the user to send the data to a new workspace
acting like a filter and reducing the number of data to analyze (see Figure 11). The user
can send back data at any moment if he/she considers as not belonging to the selected
radar signal.
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Fig. 9. View encoding frequency on the radius on HeloVis
HeloVis also provides direct access to the numeric value of the data that can carry a lot
of information for expert users (see Figure 10 (a)). For example, frequency value can
indicate the threat level and local value variation can be the signature of a unique radar.
Finally, HeloVis contains signal intelligence specific tools such as a tool allowing to
measure the DTOA between two pulses completing the panel of information required to
identify a radar signal (see Figure 10 (b)).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 10. Interaction tools on HeloVis. (a) Identification of pulse attributes. (b) Identification of the
DTOA between two pulses. (c) Selection of some pulses.
Fig. 11. Pulses sent on another view on HeloVis
All these tools are accessible by pointing interaction with a 3D cursor following the
existing guidelines [13]. Navigation was also possible through teleportation.
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5 Evaluation
We believe that HeloVis allows the users to perform a better association of all the
pulses belonging to a radar. To challenge this assumption we conducted an evaluation
comparing the user performances between the tool currently used by SIGINT operators
(we will call it ”the reference tool”, which we cannot talk too much about because of
confidential restriction, it is a set of 2D charts displaying pulses over different attributes,
see Figure 3) and HeloVis. A better association implies a better association rate and a
better quality of the associations such that we make the following hypothesis:
H1 The quantity of radar signals associated is improved by the use of HeloVis compared
to the reference tool.
H2 The quality of the radar signals associated is improved by the use of HeloVis
compared to the reference tool.
5.1 Experimental framework
As this evaluation falls into the category of user performance evaluation of Lam et al.,
we have designed it to access objective metrics related to our hypothesis [16]. As we
were targeting mainly an evaluation of our new visualization metaphor, we did not want
it to be biased by a comparison of usability between our two visualization tools, so we
did not collect time metrics or error rate but only metrics about the quantity and quality
of the associations. To master the experimental conditions of the evaluation we recorded
demographic data and data related metrics. Finally, to be able to get an insight into the
acceptability of HeloVis, we recorded subjective metrics about user experience.
Procedure - We followed the same procedure for each participant. We welcomed the
participants and we introduced them to the functioning of the evaluation to which they
agreed by signing an attestation. We asked them to fulfill a demographic questionnaire
indicating their age, gender, job (military or civilian), expertise about SIGINT and
expertise about immersive devices. Then we asked them to follow the same procedure
on the two systems in an order that differs from a participant to another. The participants
first learned how to use the system on a training dataset. We explained to them how to
perform signal association and they could ask any question. Secondly, we requested
them to perform some associations on a given dataset without assistance from us. The
association required to associate as many signals as they could and in the best quality.
Finally, we asked them to fulfill a SUS questionnaire [5] to record their insight. Once
they had performed this on the two systems we debriefed the evaluation and answered
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their remaining questions. From this procedure, we obtained demographic data and
subjective metrics (SUS results, observations on participants’ behavior and participants’
comments) and extracted objective metrics from the logs of the associations. The number
of associations gave us the first metric about H1 and the pulses contained in each
association gave us insight about H2. Before the evaluation, we had associated each
pulse of the given dataset to a radar signal with the help of a SIGINT expert. Thus,
we were able to identify the exact amount of each signal of an association. For each
association, we identified the signal that was the most represented and we considered that
this was the targeted signal. The ratio between the pulses that do not belong to the targeted
signal and the number of pulses of the association provided a metric about the noise
percentage. The ratio between the pulses of the targeted signal and the total amount of
pulses contained in this signal provided a metric about the selection percentage. Despite
time and error rate would have given us some insights to challenge our hypothesis, they
would have been also influenced by the interaction quality which we did not want to
include in our study. For the same reason, we did not establish a time constraint.
5.2 Association task
The association task asked for the evaluation is describable on both systems thanks to
the Munzner’s nested model [17]. The domain problem we face is the associations of
pulses of the same radar signal. To solve this problem requires the abstract operations of
identifying similar data, singular variations among them or recurrent time values and
correlating them. To perform these operations requires the use of different techniques
on each system. For the reference tool, it requires the use of multiple synchronized
views of 2D charts on which one can zoom, filter, and/or colorize the data to access their
values all over the view (see Figure 3). For HeloVis, it consists of displaying among
a helical referential, interacting with its period value to detect alignments (see Figure
12) and modifying its representation to access other attributes. To be able to acquire
metrics about the association we also need the users to perform the abstract operation of
selection which consists of coloring the pulses in the reference tool and sending them on
another view in HeloVis.
Apparatus - The evaluation was performed on two different devices, a desktop to access
the reference system and an immersive headset to access HeloVis. The desktop includes
a mouse, a keyboard and a 1920x1080 pixels size screen of 24 inches. The immersive
headset is an HTC Vive that comes with two controllers for interaction purposes. The
evaluation was performed on two different devices: a standard computer on which the
reference system was used, and a more powerful laptop, coupled with a VR immersive
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Fig. 12. Alignments observable on HeloVis that indicate the presence of a radar signal
headset to use HeloVis. The standard computer was composed of a central unit, a mouse,
a keyboard and a 24-inch screen with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. The main unit
had 8 GB of RAM, an Intel Core i7 processor and used the operating system Windows 7
(64-bit). The laptop had been equipped with an immersive helmet HTC Vive, with two
controllers and two position sensors. It had 32 GB of RAM, an Intel Core i7 processor,
an Nvidia 980M graphics card0, and the operating system Windows 8 (64-bit). The VR
immersive headset had a resolution of 2160x1200 pixels that provided a horizontal field
of view of 110 degrees.
Participants - We asked among the military force in charge of SIGINT for potential
users of radar signal analysis tools. We succeeded to recruit 11 participants (including
former experts working now as engineers). They were aged between 34 and 52 years old
and the females were under-represented (1/11) but this reflects the reality of SIGINT.
Half of the participants were military people (5/11) and half of them were civilian
engineers building military solutions (6/11). Most of them worked in the field of SIGINT
(8/11) and the remaining ones worked in the field of electronic warfare which is related
to SIGINT. Half of them were full experts, able to associate even the most complex radar
signals (6/11) and half of them had complete knowledge and understanding of the field
but they had no experience enough to associate every radar signals (5/11), irrespective of
their profession. Finally, only a few of them had previous experience with immersive
devices (3/11). These participants had the knowledge and the experience to perform a
SIGINT analysis and as such, were representative of the targeted users of HeloVis.
Data - The dataset used for the evaluation contains more than twenty-five different
radar signals. We used the same dataset on both systems to remove the variation factor
induced by the use of different datasets. Thus, participants evaluated the second system
on a known dataset. We reduced the bias that this implies by the fact that we mixed
the evaluation order of the systems, and we believe that this bias was also reduced by
the fact that the representation metaphors on both systems were so different that it was
difficult to relate from a system to another. Besides, we identified that there was no
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significant difference in each metrics according to the evaluating order.After a pilot
study, we discovered that associating the entire dataset was requiring a large amount
of time, much more than the available time of the participants. As we did not want to
constrain the evaluation by time,we updated the guidelines to reduce the number of radar
signals that each user had to associate. We asked them to associate radar signals among
a specific frequency range, which is a frequent request of SIGINT analysis, reducing the
number of radar signals to associate to only eight. According to another pilot study, these
signals were associable at most in less than 20 minutes with both systems, allowing the
evaluation to fit the participants’ available time and avoiding issues raised by too long
usage of immersive headsets. The dataset and as such the eight radar signals used for
the evaluation were real data, provided by SIGINT operators. With the help of a former
military operator, currently working to build SIGINT systems, we ranked the signals
according to their complexity in three categories: easy, medium and difficult. These
categories were attributed by taking into account the variation of their parameters (PW,
frequency, PRP, level shape, and pattern length) and their quality (number of missing
value). Among the eight chosen signals one was categorized as easy, four as medium and
three as difficult. We also ranked the signals among the similarity of their characteristics
(PW, frequency, PRP, and level) according to the same categories. Among the eight
chosen signals, two were categorized as easy, two as medium and four as difficult.
Synthesis - During the evaluation, we asked the users to perform the same association
task with two different tools, the reference tool currently used by SIGINT operators on a
desktop and HeloVis on an immersive device. This evaluation provided us with objective
metrics to confront our hypothesis and subjective metrics to give us insight about user
experience. The overall evaluation lasted around one hour and was performed thanks to
eleven SIGINT experts.
6 Results
Thanks to the extracted metrics we got insight on the quantity and the quality of the
association and also on the impact of the complexity of the radar signal, the user expertise,
and the system’s order. We extracted this from the recorded metrics considering the
participants, their expertise, the radar signals, their complexity and their similarity as
independent variables and considering the number of selection, the noise percentage and
the selection percentage as dependent variables.
Preprocessing - While extracting metrics from association logs we discovered that
some selections (5/96) contained less than 60 pulses for a signal average size of 300.
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Such small selections, that only happened on the reference tool, were the consequence
of some participants’ strategies. While refining their selection, these participants used
another color instead of removing the outliers such as the outliers stayed colored and
were considered as a selection. As these selections were not the intent of the participants
we removed them from the analysis.
Quantity of the association - To validate H1 we compare the number of associations
performed on each system. The participants associated 53 signals with HeloVis and 43
with the reference tool on 88 possible selections (11 participants x 8 radar signals). If we
look at this difference according to the participants or at the associated signals we observe
that HeloVis also seems to make possible a better association quantity independently
from the signals but not from the participants as illustrated in table 1.
by participant by signal
means sd means sd
difference 0.91 on 8 1.496 1.25 on 11 1.219
Table 1. The difference in the number of associations on the reference tool and on HeloVis
Regarding the size of the sample, we did not go further into the analysis. Therefore,
we cannot validate H1 but we have strong insights about its validity. In parallel, this
highlights the fact that the selection and noise metrics are not in the same amount for
both systems. From this point, we consider HeloVis and the reference tool measures
as two different samples and do not take into consideration the number of selections
anymore. We choose this approach because we are not able to identify the nature of the
relation between the quantity and the quality of associations. We reduce this problematic
by considering that quantity and quality are independents to be able to extract insight
from this evaluation.
Quality of the association - To validate H2 we compare the reference tool and HeloVis
based on the percentage of the noise of each association and the percentage of selection
(see Figure 13). From this analysis, we observe that either dependently or independently
the percentage of noise is lower for HeloVis and that the percentage of selection is higher
for HeloVis. The percentage of noise selected points out the usability of the selection. A
selection with too much noise can prohibit any use of processing starting with the use
of the DTOA and can lead to mistake many characteristics of the radar. The percentage
of the signal selected indicates the quality of knowledge about the selected signal. The
more important the value is, the more the signal characteristics are known and less noise
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stays in the dataset. Regarding the meaning behind the metrics of noise and selection,
HeloVis seems to permit a better quality of the selection. To validate H2 we performed
a Wilcoxon test as we previously discovered that our sample did not follow a normal
distribution invalidating the use of the Student test. The results are presented in table 2).
selection (%) noise (%)
means sd means sd
reference tool 83.4 8.5 27.8 9.2
HeloVis 98.5 0.9 0.4 0.3
p value 2.064e-6 0.0114
Table 2. The result of the Wilcoxon test on the selection and noise percentage by associations on
the reference tool and on HeloVis
From this result, we can conclude that using HeloVis improves the quality of the selection
in terms of noise percentage and selection percentage, validating H2.
Quantity and quality of the association - From the results of the quality of the associ-
ations, it seems that we could establish a level of quality. If we take the level of 50% of
the noise and consider only the associations containing less noise we can reevaluate the
quantity of the selection (see Table 3).
by participant by signal
means sd means sd
difference 1.45 on 8 1.43 2 on 11 1.25
Table 3. The difference of the number of associations containing less than 50% of noise on the
reference tool and on HeloVis
This result indicates that taking into consideration a level of quality comforts better
performance allowed by HeloVis compared to the reference tool independently from the
participants and the associated signals.
Impact of the radar complexity - To extend the previous results, we analyzed the
correlation between the noise and selection percentage and the complexity rate of
each radar on both systems (see Figure 14). This highlights that whatever the signal
complexity is, HeloVis will still allow a better quality association, but that the more
complex the signal is, the worse quality the associations on the reference tool are, and
that the complexity of the signal does not seem to impact the use of HeloVis.
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Fig. 13. Selection and noise percentage by associations on the reference tool (in blue) and on
HeloVis (in red)
Regarding the signal similarity (see Figure 15) we observe, as for the complexity, that
whatever the signal similarity is, HeloVis will still allow a better quality association, but
that the more the signal is similar to others, the worse the quality of the associations on
the reference tool is, and that the complexity and similarity of the signal do not seem to
impact the use of HeloVis.
Impact of the user experience - We also tried to highlight the correlation between
the previous metrics and user expertise (see Figure 16). This highlights again that the
difference in terms of quality between the reference tool and HeloVis is not impacted
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Fig. 14. Selection and noise percentage by signal complexity on the reference tool (in blue) and
on HeloVis (in red)
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Fig. 15. Selection and noise percentage by signal similarity on the reference tool (in blue) and on
HeloVis (in red)
by user expertise. Besides, there does not seem to be any correlation between selection,
noise percentage, and user expertise.
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Fig. 16. Selection and noise percentage by participants user expertise on the reference tool (in
blue) and on HeloVis (in red)
Impact of system order - To identify the impact of using the same dataset during the
evaluation of the two systems we compared the difference between HeloVis and the
reference tool results when HeloVis is used first and when the reference tool is used
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first to identify any major difference. According to the values of selection and noise
percentage, there is no major difference.
diff. of selection % diff. of noise %
means sd means sd
using HeloVis at first -3.6 3.5 0.7 0.4
using HeloVis at last -7.7 4.7 0.7 0.3
Table 4. The difference of selection and noise percentage by participants between the reference
tool and HeloVis
Observed Strategies - We observed different strategies on each tool. On the reference
tool, users always started by selecting data according to their frequency values. Then they
were refining their selection according to PW values, DTOA values or a level variation.
To perform this second selection, they often used another color such that the remaining
pulses of the first selection consisted of a small selection that will often be classified as
error while processing the evaluation results. Because of noise, some users did not refine
enough on these attributes such that the signals that have closed characteristics were
selected as a unique signal. Such selections correspond to the second type of selection
that will be categorized as error while processing the evaluation results because it often
contains so many signals that none of them represent more than 50% of the selection.
This explains the low selection rate of the reference tool. If such a selection is made in
an operational context, it will not permit to characterize the expected signal or worse, it
will lead to a false characterization. Users that refine their selection despite noise handle
it in two different ways. Less experimented users selected a DTOA range containing the
most recurrent value when full expert users removed only values lower than the most
recurrent value and completed their selection on DTOA pulse by pulse. In the case of a
missing pulse, the DTOA of the pulse was corresponding to a multiple of the PRP, and
by removing values higher than the main DTOA value range, the user possibly removes
these pulses despite they are a part of the signal. This behavior explains the lower
selection percentage of the reference tool highlighted by the metrics. On HeloVis, all
the users first started by exploring different period values to detect alignments. Then we
observe that they behaved in two different manners. Some users selected the alignment
as precisely as they could, helped with coloration or position on the radius, then they
sent the pulses to another view and validated them. Some users were very selective
on this selection and did not select data that had a singular color or radius position.
The selections made with this behavior are often exempt from noise but have often a
lower radar selection percentage. The other selection method was to largely select the
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alignment, then send it to another view and clean it with another attribute encoding or by
modifying the period and observing pulses that do not behave like others (see Figure
17). Again, if the user performs a too restrictive selection, the results will not be noised
but the selection percentage will be lower. However, this behavior often makes the user
realize that pulses with singular values are still part of the radar but with an error on one
of its attributes. We observe that this last method is more and more common through the
use of HeloVis.
Fig. 17. Period set to correspond to a multiple of the current signal to highlight noise
Subjective results - During the evaluation, we have recorded subjective metrics by
noting users’ comments and asking them to fulfill a SUS questionnaire [5]. The reference
tool was considered as badly designed in a way that complicates the interaction, while
HeloVis was described as very easy to use and some users were even surprised by what
they could accomplish compared to what they expected from an immersive 3D tool.
Some participants, despite an enjoyable start, were sick during the use of HeloVis and
did not have an overall pleasant experience. Regarding the performance provided by
HeloVis, some participants expressed the fact that it allows them to detect complex radar
signals hardly detectable on the reference tool but also said that there may be some
complex radar signals more easily detectable on the reference tool. The synthesis of all
these comments toward usability was transcribed in the SUS questionnaire results: 50 for
the reference tool and 74 for HeloVis. As we do not want to evaluate the interaction we
will not compare these results, however, it indicates that HeloVis was positively accepted
by SIGINT experts who represent an important part of the SIGINT community.
7 Conclusion
We have identified that HeloVis allows a better quantity of association, however, we
were not able to validate its significance. Concerning the quality of the association, we
have validated the fact that HeloVis permits to perform a better quality association. We
have observed different strategies that tend to highlight that the reference tool, contrarily
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to HeloVis, does not allow the perception of some radars. Finally, we noted from the
subjective comments that the users were afraid to miss information with both tools.
We built this evaluation driven by the validity of its results but despite all our efforts,
there are still some questionable matters. Most of them are explicable by the fact that
we wanted to perform this evaluation in real conditions. We aimed for a generic point
of view such that we conducted an exploratory evaluation. This explains the fact that
we did not decouple the measure of the dependent variables raising the question of the
relationship between quantity and quality of the association. That also explains that we
choose the currently used tool to make the comparison and not the 2D translation of
HeloVis or a more recent metaphor. This raised some issues as it brings an interaction
disparity that we handle by removing any interaction bias from the evaluation. Now we
plan to evaluate HeloVis in more constrained experimental conditions. We will evaluate
each hypothesis independently, with a more significant amount of participants and with
more control over other independence variables such as the complexities of the radar
signals. As this evaluation would target the evaluation of perception performance we
will not necessarily conduct it on expert users at first, to access more participants.
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